
FAQs for Teacher Only Days 

Teacher Only Day FAQs: Pathways 
 

The basics 

What do you mean by ‘Pathways’? 

A. In the NCEA Change Package, when we refer to ‘pathways’ we’re talking about the pathways 

students have through NCEA (i.e. what subjects they take, what learning they do) and also the 

pathways that they have into further education, training, employment, and life! 

We see all students as being on a ‘pathway’, and we want all students to have the tools, information, 

and support they need to make decisions about their future and work towards their pathway.  

The Vocational Entrance Award and the  

What will the Vocational Entrance Award look like? 

The NCEA Change Package includes developing an Award for students who participate in vocational 

education.  

We envisage that this Award would sit alongside NCEA Level 3 and signal that a learner has undertaken 

initial learning valued by industry, employers and TEOs, and is ready for direct entry into higher-level 

education (such as an apprenticeship). 

As a part of the design of this Award, we will work closely with industry and employers to identify 

what learning is most important for students to be doing and in what settings students should be 

doing that learning – whether that is school, in a tertiary setting, or in the workplace! 

We anticipate there being several different ‘Awards’ to strengthen pathways and transitions into a 

wide variety of industries.  

The goal of this work is to make it clearer to young people and schools what initial learning is important 

and valued by industry and employers, so learners can make a start on this while they are still at school 

and be better prepared to transition directly into higher-level vocational education when they leave 

school. 

When will the Vocational Entrance Award come in? 

This year we have done some initial engagement on the high-level direction of the VE Award. We will 

be providing more updates on timelines for further design work and implementation in the coming 

year.  

There are some inter-dependencies between this work and the Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE) 

currently underway, so we want the design work to progress alongside these changes. We want 

schools, TEOs (including Te Pūkenga - the NZ Institute of Skills and Technology), Workforce 

Development Councils, industry and employers, and others with an interest in the Vocational Entrance 

Award to be involved in its design and development.  

We will let you know how and when you can be involved in this ongoing work. It is possible that the 

timeframes for this work and the implementation of the VE Award could vary by industry pathway. 



Will the Vocational Entrance Award be like UE? 

The overall intent of the Vocational Entrance Award is to identify more consistent and deliberately 

designed packages of vocational learning for students to work towards to prepare them for their next 

steps when they leave school.  

However, the detailed design of the VE Award is still to be developed. While we envisage that is would 

sit alongside NCEA Level 3, it is not expected that it would necessarily replicate the same settings as 

UE. We intend to design the VE Award closely with industry, tertiary, schools, employers, and Iwi, and 

so more details will be provided as design and development progress.  

Vocational Pathways 

What is happening with the Vocational Pathways? 

A. The Vocational Pathways are a tool that students, teachers, and whānau can use to understand 

different pathways into industry and further vocational education and training. The Vocational 

Pathways are a tool for better understanding the world of work, and also for planning learning 

programmes that align with the different pathways. Students can achieve a Level 2 Vocational 

Pathways Award to show that they have completed a programme of learning that is relevant and 

useful for a particular industry.  

Currently, the standards which are mapped to the Vocational Pathways undergo a minor review and 

are updated every year. The tools on the website show which standards are mapped to the Vocational 

Pathways for 2021.  

As a part of developing the Vocational Entrance Award, we will be reviewing the Vocational Pathways 

framework and also the Vocational Pathways Award. Any changes to the Vocational Pathways will not 

be implemented until 2022, to ensure there is sufficient time to co-design changes with industry and 

to ensure that schools and tertiary providers are well aware of the changes.  

RoVE 

What is the Reform of Vocational Education and what does it mean for schools? 

A. Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE) changes were announced in August 2019. The purpose of 

these reforms is a to create an integrated and cohesive vocational education system with learners, 

employers, regions and communities at its centre.  

Some of the RoVE changes are starting to be implemented this year for example, the establishment 

of Te Pūkenga - the NZ Institute of Skills and Technology. Many of the changes (particularly to the roles 

and responsibilities of the organisations in the system) will be phased in over the next few years.  

Schools will be a crucial part of the new integrated vocational education system. We want schools and 
tertiary education organisations (TEOs) better linked with each other and the world of work. We also 
want a system where there are clearer and more direct pathways for vocational learners in school, 
through into higher-level vocational education and training in the tertiary system, all of which with a 
stronger workplace element.  

Schools are encouraged to continue support students as they study vocational learning options, 

including those undertaken through programmes such as STAR, Gateway and Trades Academies over 

the next few years during this transition period.  

http://youthguarantee.education.govt.nz/


The Ministry of Education, the Tertiary Education Commission and NZQA will work with schools and 

TEOs involved in secondary-tertiary learning arrangements to keep you informed and support you as 

part of the transition to the new system. 

Will RoVE change how we get consent to assess industry unit standards? Or how we 

work with ITOs to deliver Gateway programmes? 

For standards which are not on the Base Scope of Assessment for Schools, schools need to apply to 

the Standard Setting Body for additional consent to assess.  

As the Reform of Vocational Education is implemented, the standard setting function of Industry 

Training Organisations will move to the new Workforce Development Councils, and so in time it with 

be the new Workforce Development Councils who can grant additional consent to assess for schools.  

From April 2020 to December 2022, the coverage and role of transitional ITOs will be transferred to 

workforce development councils (WDCs), the New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology (NZIST), 

its subsidiaries and other education organisations. 

Over this period: 

• WDCs are being established. WDCs will set standards and be responsible for qualifications for 

the industries that they are responsible for, as well as work with the related industries and 

sectors. 

• Tertiary education organisations, including NZIST and its subsidiaries, will take over the 

administration and support of workplace learning from transitional ITOs. 

For now, if you are looking to apply for additional consent to assess or to work with ITOs to deliver 

Gateway programmes to your students, please continue to work with the relevant Industry Training 

Organisations.  

What will the new Workforce Development Councils do? 

Workforce Development Councils (WDCs) are in the process of being established as part of the RoVE 
changes. They are six new industry-governed bodies that will give industry greater leadership across 
vocational education. 

WDCs will have a forward, strategic view of the future skills needs of industries. They will translate 
industry skill needs now and in the future for the vocational education system.  A key role of WDCs 
will include setting standards, developing qualifications and helping shape the curriculum of 
vocational education.  

Once WDC’s are up and running, the standards setting functions of industry training organisations 
(ITOs) will transfer to the WDC responsible for a particular industry. 

We expect that WDCs will play an important role in improving the quality and relevance of vocational 
learning secondary students undertake, including as part of the developing of the Vocational Entrance 
Award. 

More information on Workforce Development Councils can be found here: 

https://www.tec.govt.nz/rove/workforce-development-councils/. 

What do the Regional Skills Leadership Groups do?  

https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-and-moderation-of-standards/cmrs/base-scope-of-assessment-for-schools-bsas/
https://www.tec.govt.nz/rove/workforce-development-councils/


The Skills Leadership Groups were formed in June 2020 to identify and support better ways of meeting 

future skills and workforce needs in our regions and cities. They are part of a joined-up approach to 

labour market planning which will see our workforce, education and immigration systems working 

together to better meet the differing skills needs across the country. More information can be found 

at: https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/employment-and-skills/regional-skills-

leadership-groups/. 

RAS and what schools can teach 

Can we still teach unit standards? Does the 50/50 internal/external split affect how 

many unit standards we can teach? 

A. Schools are able to deliver and assess any assessment standards for which they have consent to 

assess. A wide range of achievement and unit standards are on the ‘Base Scope of Assessment for 

Schools’. This is a list of assessment standards that all schools can assess.  

Some schools may also have additional consent to assess for particular unit standards. These 

standards will still contribute to a student’s NCEA qualification.  

We recognise that many industry-derived unit standards are relevant for students and their pathways, 

particularly at NCEA Levels 2 and 3, and we support schools to work with their communities, including 

whānau, employers, and tertiary education organisations, to develop programmes of learning that 

support a wide range of student pathways.  

We also encourage schools to ensure students, particularly at NCEA Level 1, are primarily working 

towards achievement standards. Achievement standards provide opportunity for students to engage 

with the National Curriculum and often lay the foundations for a wide range of pathways.  

Does the 50/50 internal/external split affect how many unit standards we can teach? 

A. See answer above. Also - Following the Review of Achievement Standards, all achievement standard 

subjects will be made up of two internal assessment standards and two external assessment 

standards. That does not mean that to achieve an NCEA a student must achieve it with a 50/50 split 

of internals and externals. A student will achieve an NCEA provided they have achieved the Literacy 

and Numeracy requirement and have achieved 60 other credits at that level of NCEA or higher.  

We do encourage schools to make sure students participate in external assessment. This is important 

for the credibility of NCEA, and also for ensuring students are fully prepared for the next level of study 

– whether that’s the next level of NCEA, industry training, or other further tertiary study.  

NCEA rules changes 

What do you mean by course endorsements for ‘achieved’? 

As a part of the changes to NCEA, we are expanding course endorsements to recognise attainment at 

Achieved level. This will have the effect that, in some cases, industry-derived unit standards can count 

towards a course endorsement. This change comes into effect from 2021.  

To gain a course endorsement at Achieved level students will need to achieve 14 credits, with at least 

three credits from externally assessed standards and at least three credits from internally assessed 

standards, including unit standards. 

Employers in education 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/employment-and-skills/regional-skills-leadership-groups/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/employment-and-skills/regional-skills-leadership-groups/
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-and-moderation-of-standards/cmrs/base-scope-of-assessment-for-schools-bsas/


Is there a role for employers in education? 

The simple answer is yes. A range of available evidence indicates that students do not always have the 

necessary awareness, capability and engagement with employers required to help them understand 

and decide on their pathway options or develop the attitudes, aptitudes and skills required to make 

their way from education into employment. 

The Attitude Gap report (Auckland Co-Design Lab and MBIE, 2016) found a range of disconnects 

between students and employers which were affecting outcomes for both parties:   

“Employment expectations and ambitions of young people are built through the experiences they 

have early on, so having positive connections with employers is vital for building ambition and 

networks for young people” 

What can I ask employers to do for our school and students? 

The evidence suggests that employers are really willing to help. The Education to Employment Matters 

survey in 2018 confirmed that “95% of employers agree or strongly agree that there is a role for them 

in guiding young people into pathways for their future careers.” Sometimes though employers just 

don’t know how they can help. They are often waiting to be asked. 

There are many ways that an employer can play a role in helping a school, the teachers and the 

students. These include Gateway or Trades Academy placements, work experience, school visits, 

classroom visits, tours of the employer site or offices, and mentoring.  

Employers will often be willing to work with teachers to tailor a specific programme or activity that 

works for groups of students, just reach out and ask them. 

Where can I get help to engage with employers? 

There are many ways to get help engaging with employers in your community, your region or across 

New Zealand. These include organisations like, Chambers of Commerce, Economic Development 

Agencies, local government, community organisations, industry associations and many more.  

The Ministry of Education will be able to provide help to, either through our regionally based Principal 

Advisors Secondary Transitions, the Education to Employment brokers that are based in some cities 

around NZ, or our network of employers and industry organisations across NZ. To get help in your 

community please make contact with the Ministry Employer Engagement team by emailing 

employer.engagement@education.govt.nz 

What are different ways that Employers can help Teachers?  

Employers can play a valuable role in helping teachers. These include areas such as: 

• Bringing in real work-related problems that are relevant to the teaching and learning areas 

being undertaken in the classroom. These local curriculum examples can provide very relevant 

learning opportunities for students, that help them to understand and help to solve real 

problems 

• Bring to life relevant examples of pathways that are available to students, and provide useful 

information on what skills and qualifications a student may need to be successful in this 

pathway 

• Provide valuable experience or opportunities for students, i.e. Gateway, work experience, 

Trades Academy placements, visits to the school or work place, etc 

mailto:employer.engagement@education.govt.nz


The future of work is very exciting but things are changing rapidly. Employers can often help teachers 

to see and understand the current jobs and the way in which the world of work in changing. These 

aspects of work will all be important in a teacher helping their students to understand what pathways 

and jobs are available. 

Are there examples of successful Employer Engagement?  

There are hundreds of great examples of schools and teachers engaging with the world of work in 

positive ways to help students see, engage in, be inspired by and experience different pathways. Each 

of these is unique to the specific engagement between students and the employer. They range from 

employers talking to a classroom about their job or industry, right through to long term and deeper 

engagement where students are getting ongoing work experience that helps them to build the skills 

and experience they need to help them on their further education and employment journeys. 

There are some fantastic examples of different ways schools and employers are working together in 

the Education Gazette https://gazette.education.govt.nz/  

If you are looking for specific idea, help and advice get in touch with the Ministry of Education  

Employer Engagement team by emailing employer.engagement@education.govt.nz. They will be able 

to listen to what you are trying to achieve and provide relevant examples and connections to 

employers or industry to bring your ideas to life. 

As part of the Reform of Vocational Education schools and organisation are running events to help 

students engage with employers in different industries. The events run through until the end of June, 

2021. A list of the events in your region can be found at 

https://www.education.govt.nz/school/student-support/supporting-transitions/education-to-

employment/  

What do we have as a Teacher or School that we could offer Employers, Business or 

Industry that would add value to their work?  

As a school or teacher you may be surprised by how much value an employer can gain from working 

with you. Employers are part of your community too, and while they are different to a school, they 

will get a lot of value from working with you. 

These include things like: 

• Employers will love the opportunity to bring their experiences to students in their community. 

They were there once as well, and many of them have children of their own. They will just 

want to get involved in different ways. 

• Employers sometimes have views about young people and their skills that are not accurate. 

Getting these employers connected to your school and your students will help to break down 

these misperceptions. 

• Your students can bring ideas, creativity and new thinking to employers. Students don’t have 

some of the inhibitions or constraints that adults build up over their lives. Your students can 

help solve problems employers are facing.  

What businesses would be most suitable for me to engage with?  

Engaging with any employer can be beneficial as they will all be able to offer something different. The 

decisions on which employer to engage with can vary a lot. These include the individual needs and 

https://gazette.education.govt.nz/
mailto:employer.engagement@education.govt.nz
https://www.education.govt.nz/school/student-support/supporting-transitions/education-to-employment/
https://www.education.govt.nz/school/student-support/supporting-transitions/education-to-employment/


pathway options being considered by students, through to the teaching and learning in the classroom 

where an employer may be able to provide some relevant and contextual learning opportunities. 

The size of an employer may also be a factor in their ability to engage. For example, smaller employers, 

usually with one or two employers, may have less time or ability to provide work experience but may 

be able to give up time to do a classroom visit and talk about their journey and pathway. At the other 

end of the scale a medium or larger employer may be able to help in a great number of ways. These 

larger employers could offer Gateway placements, work experience, site visits etc. 

What objective and outcomes might Business be seeking by engaging or partnering with 

schools?  

There are lots of reasons an employer might wish to engage with schools but generally they fit into 

three categories: 

• Doing something positive for their community – an employer is based in a community and so 

they want their community to be successful. Helping our young people in their community is 

one way they can help their community be successful. 

• Doing something positive for New Zealand – if New Zealand is going to be successful education 

and employment will play a big part in this. Employers, large and small, recognise this and 

want to help young people see and engage with their possible futures. 

• Talent – employers will need good staff to make their business successful. Employers are often 

looking for the right people that want to be in their industry, but also have the skills and 

knowledge needed. Employers can help young people see their industry, the jobs available 

and help them to select the right courses or options for their future direction.  


